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Painted Hills

You are witness to a still photo of a land that is, even now, in continual change. For millions of
years extensive volcanic deposits covered and built up this land. Erosion then carved into these
ancient deposits, resulting in the Painted Hills. The splendor of these hills provoke many questions
from visitors.

Please remember that collecting fossils in the park is prohibited.

What are the Painted Hills made of?

The Painted Hills are made of layers of hard claystones, of many types, which include ancient soils
(paleosols) and lake beds. In recent years the surface of the hills has weathered into softer clay.

The claystones were formed by several events and processes. About 33 million years ago,
volcanoes from the ancestral Cascade Mountains, 100 miles to the west, slowly deposited layer

—after-kyer-of cooled-ash. P-lants-and animals-churned and-tifled the-surface^ and air oxidized the—
ash. Ground water flowed, leaching and redistributing minerals. Over time, the ashfall became
soil. Under hundreds of feet of later deposits, compaction, cementation, and recrystallization
processes occurred. The original ashfalls were changed structually and chemically, resulting in the
colorful claystones and clays before you. Some of these claystones are classified as zeolitized
claystones.

What causes the colors in the Fainted Hills?

Aluminum (AD, Silicon (Si), Iron (Fe), Magnesium ̂(Mg), Manganese (Mn),
Sodium (Na), Calcium (Ca), Phosphorous (P), Titanium (Ti), Potassium (K),sp ^

Oxygen (O), Hydrogen (H)

The answer is complex. Just like ingredients in a recipe, the above principle elements, plus traces
of seventeen others, have been mixed in a variety of ways. The varied combinations produced
minerals of different colors that make up the hills. Sometimes the color of one mineral dominates,
such as the rust colored layers, rich in iron oxide (Fe & O). A blend of minerals may create a color
different from the originals. The yellows are a blend of iron and magnesium oxides. The black
"hash-marks" are primarily colored by manganese oxide.

Also, depending on the amount of moisture in and on the hills, light is reflected and absorbed
differently. This causes ever-changing tints of the reds, buffs, yellows and other colors.

Are there fossils in the Painted Hills?

Fossils are rarely found in the Painted Hills, although fossil leaves are occasionally found in
ancient lake deposits interspersed in the hills. The original ashfalls creating the gold and red hills
were infrequent and shallow. Many plant and animal remains scattered about were devoured or
decayed before being covered by subsequent layers of ash, covered deep enough to be buried away
from the many destructive agents associated with the first few feet of soil events and processes. In
comparison, the buff and green claystones exposed at the base of Sutton Mountain typify rapid and
deep accumulations of ash, which quickly buried plant and animal remains deeply.

Quick and deep burial is the first step in the preservation of remains as fossils. If burial is not deep
enough, destructive agents such as water and oxygen, digging scavengers, plant roots, and micro
organisms could still get to the remains and destroy them.




